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Abstract

A wider variety of world-leading muon beams and experiments can be developed at Fermilab,
alongside and following the present g–2 and Mu2e experiments. The MW-scale 800 MeV PIP-
II beam is ideally designed to drive a next generation of low-energy muon beams to higher
intensities. The Mu2e experiment will be the world’s highest-intensity low-energy muon facility,
and its beam could be extended to further precision muon studies, both before and after the
turn-on of PIP-II. Other experiments could include µ → eγ and µ → 3e searches, muonium
studies, and a world-leading muSR facility.
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1 Introduction

Muon experiments offer unparalleled access to fundamental questions of physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model [1]: Do charged leptons (like their neutral partners) violate flavor symmetry? Are there
new forces weaker then the Weak Force? Do antileptons experience gravity identically to leptons?
To address these questions, the next generation of precision muon and muonium experiments [2],
such as muon g − 2 and EDM measurements [3–5], µ → e conversion searches [6], muonium spec-
troscopy studies [7, 8], and muonium gravity measurements [9, 10], require high-intensity muon
beams at low energy with small transverse size and/or energy spread.

A high-quality positive-muon beam (called a surface muon beam) can be obtained from the
decay at rest of positive pions produced in, and stopped near the surface of, a thin target. If these
muons exit perpendicular to the surface, they are relatively monoenergetic and polarized — ideal
for experiments in which muons are stopped in thin material samples. The surface muon beam
approach works best for µ+, since stopped π− and µ− tend to be captured by atoms. (There is
another family of experiments possible with muonic atoms [2].) The decay of low-energy pions that
are not stopped provides a broader momentum spectrum of positive and negative “cloud” muons,
which may also be useful for experiments.

In addition to their use for fundamental physics experiments, surface muons have important
applications in materials science, chemistry, and biology. When polarized muons stop in a sample,
their spin precession prior to decay analyzes the local magnetic field, providing key information
about the sample’s microstructure. This has led to a small “industry” of muon spin rotation (µSR)
facilities and users around the world. There are no such facilities within the U.S., although creation
of a muon facility at Oak Ridge has been proposed [11].

Surface muon beams are available at TRIUMF in Canada, J-PARC and MuSIC in Japan, PSI
in Switzerland, and ISIS in the U.K. PSI is currently the record holder for surface-muon beam
intensity. As such, it hosts, and has hosted, many of the world’s leading experiments: MEG, Mu3e,
MuLAN, FAST, CREMA, and more [2]. With the coming PIP-II intensity upgrade [12], Fermilab’s
low-energy muon facility will offer the opportunity to serve both the fundamental-muon-experiment
and µSR communities and make Fermilab an unrivaled center for low-energy muon science.

A different type of muon beam is used for the Mu2e experiment [6]: pions are produced from
proton interactions in a target immersed within a magnetic field. Those pions are focused by a
solenoidal magnetic field and their decay in flight produces a broad spectrum of muons of both signs.
The Mu2e apparatus selects and transports backward pions and muons (plus some magnetically
reflected forward ones) towards a stopping target, where muons captured in atomic orbits can
convert to electrons (µ−N → e−N) or decay (µ→ eνν̄), and the experiment selects for neutrinoless
conversion events. This approach can produce high-intensity beams (both µ+ and µ−) suitable for a
variety of experiments. (Most of the forward-produced pions, which have a broader, higher-energy
distribution, are not used by Mu2e.)

2 Beam Design Approaches

Table 1 summarizes surface muon rates at current and future facilities. Cyclotron-based muon
sources are intrinsically continuous while synchrotron-based ones are pulsed. (The µSR technique
can be employed in either mode.) Experiments such as the (as yet unnamed) future successor to
MEG II, Mu3e Phase II, and the proposed MAGE [9] (among others) require at least an order-
of-magnitude higher muon rate than currently available. To meet these needs, a “high-intensity
muon beam” (HIMB), such as that discussed at PSI, is under study [13]. Of these experiments,
those (e.g., MEG and Mu3e) detecting multi-particle final states, and thus limited by accidental
coincidences, require continuous beam, while others (e.g., Mu2e and muonium studies) do not, with
background suppression in Mu2e requiring a pulsed beam. It is notable that the Mu2e beam will
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Table 1: Comparison of Surface Muon Facilities and Mu2e

Facility Max. (surface) µ rate (Hz) Type Comments
PSI [14] 9× 108 CW
TRIUMF [15] 2× 106 CW
MuSIC at Osaka [16] 108 CW
J-PARC [17] 6× 107 pulsed
ISIS [17] 6× 105 pulsed
HIMB at PSI [13] 1010 CW (design goal)
Mu2e at Fermilab 1011 pulsed Not surface muons: pµ ≈ 40 MeV/c
Mu2e with PIP-II 1012 pulsed Not surface muons: pµ ≈ 40 MeV/c

be approximately an order of magnitude more intense than that at HIMB, and the PIP-II Fermilab
upgrade will increase Mu2e’s intensity by a further order of magnitude.

The intense Fermilab muon beam naturally raises the question whether other world-leading
muon experiments could also be hosted there. Various approaches could be considered, including
using the exit muon beam from Mu2e (which would be unpolarized) or using a beam window as
a surface-muon production target. For example, the Mu2e proton beamline will have two vacuum
windows [18], typically 3 mil Ti, or 2.8×10−4 nuclear interaction lengths thick. While ∼ 1020 8 GeV
protons will traverse them per year, the production rate of surface muons in such thin windows is
many orders of magnitude too low to be competitive. Since the thickness of beamline windows is
constrained primarily by beam multiple Coulomb scattering, if such a window were made of LiH it
could be 90 mils thick and might produce ∼ 107 surface muons/s. With some optimization it may
be possible to increase this rate, and with PIP-II it will increase by an order of magnitude.

As indicated in Table 1, the muon beam exiting Mu2e will be substantially more intense than
the above, but it may lack some desired features; for example, having passed through the Mu2e
apparatus it will likely be less well localized and collimated. Since normal Mu2e operation requires
µ−, the polarity could be flipped to capture µ+ only during periods when Mu2e is not operating.
The Mu2e duty factor (230 ns of 8 GeV proton beam every 1.7µs [18]) is suboptimal for applications
that call for a different pulse structure or a DC beam. More time-structure flexibility will be possible
with the PIP-II CW superconducting 800 MeV proton linac, which could also serve multiple π → µ
production targets and beamlines. The design of a target for an 800 MeV beam of 100 kW or higher
power is an unsolved problem that is under investigation [19].

For muonium experiments, a novel and promising approach has been proposed: stopping slow
muons in superfluid helium [20, 21]. This could yield an intense, monoenergetic, collimated, slow
muonium beam in vacuum that could be used as is [9], or ionized to serve muon experiments [22].

3 R&D

To enhance progress on beam design in the interim period before a new facility can be built, an
R&D platform would be extremely useful and, for some applications (e.g., muonium production
in SFHe), even crucial. This could be provided by adding muon-beam capability to the “MuCool
Test Area” (MTA) at Fermilab [23], or (at lower intensity) using the Fermilab Test Beam Facility
(FTBF). Other options may also be available.

4 Conclusion

We propose to study the options for providing competitive surface-muon or comparable low-energy
muon beams at Fermilab in the Mu2e and PIP-II “eras.” This study can inform proposals for
world-leading low-energy muon experiments at Fermilab.
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